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understanding isaiah by donald W discussion of isaiahsisaialsIsaiahs poetry and hebrew
parry jay A parry and tina M peterson poetic form unfortunately this latter
deseret book 1998 appendix is insufficient for serious stu-

dents also sprinkled throughout are
the title ofthisorthisof this recent isaiah commenbommen quotes from modern LDS leaders most of

tary is inviting who does not long to these references help the reader with
understand isaiah the opening words of present day applications but not with
the introduction describe the predicafredica textual analysis these comments by
ment most of us knowknob that we have modern pastoral shepherds liken isaiahsisaialsIsaiahs
been commanded to diligently search the rich messianic vision to our time
words of isaiah and most of us agree that the expressed goal of the authors to
that is a hard thing to do i1 the authors give the reader tools to overcome difficulty
offer tools and suggestions to ease the task in understanding isaiah is best met in the
the first time reader of isaiah the sea-
soned

historical notes and linguistic help in
scholar and all students in between defining hebrew words and phrases gath-

eringwill find aid and comfort here as they seek this material and placing it in close
to understand isaiah proximity to the verses themselves has

the format of the book is particularly done all students of isaiah a great service
helpful and user friendly how to utilize the authors purpose was not to produce
this format is explained in the first six a book that should be read from cover to
pages of the 659 page volume A chapter cover but rather to create one to be used
in the book corresponds to each chapter in more as a reference tool it meets this
isaiah each chapter begins with a focus purpose admirably
paragraph or two to help readers in liken-
ing

ann N madsen
isaiah unto ourselves by relating

themes of particular chapters to specific
challenges people face today this
approach welcomes the reader into the C S lewis the man and his message
chapter with some notion of its content edited byandrew C skinner and robert L

of course the notion is the authors inter-
pretation

millet bookcraft 1999
pretation but this is the stuff of which
commentaries are made isaiahsisaialsIsaiahs poetry is C 5 lewis the man and his message
so heavily symbolic that authors have presents eleven of the fourteen addresses
difficulty standing back and allowing given at the december 1998 brigham
readers conjure their own images allow-
ing

young university conference commemo-
ratingthe metaphor speak to each individual the hundredth anniversary of C S

on a personal level the temptation to lewiss birth these strong and diverse
simplify is always present especially when essays are valuable for both newcomers
there are so many levels of meaning to and confirmed lewis enthusiasts
be plumbed defining one may close the the point of the man and his message

door to others waiting in the wings the isa-
iah

is explicitly not to canonize C S lewis
text is printed in hebrew poetic form but to appreciate him 157 and the

short poetic lines enable the reader to dis-
cern

authors carefully avoid contorting him
ce the symbolic parallelism that is into a latter day saint 4 they spend
obscured when the text is printed in prose little time comparing lewiss thought
as it is in our king james bible and LDS doctrine yet the connections

the book also provides several short between lewis and the restored gospel are
appendices one of which lists quotes and constantly implied and several essayists
paraphrases of isaiah found in the book of argue that lewis despite his lack of
mormon and another providing a brief prophetic authority can serve latter day


